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When full, it knows a new ecosystem

Nature trusts productivity can do greatly more.

Some succeed.com.

To encourage this.
award.

Benefits are supposed to work. be at individual people by successful Co.
Doing a task can mean doing a lot of thing right.
Great benefits are brought to the world and to its individual people by successful companies. 50 to 100 years ago, brilliant men with superior energy, creativity and judgement, like Matsushita, and Edison built successful companies and taught us their contribution. Since then, hundreds of companies have lived and thousands have perished.

A company today is an enormous variety of people with different interests, different energies, different needs, different motivation, different abilities, different skills, different education, different pre-decisions, different emotions, and different enthusiasms. Success means doing a lot of things a little better than competition, helping each employee to use his maximum skills.

Some think better in planning, some in checking, some in judging, some in creating, some in analyzing, some in information researching. How can they be used in their area of maximum achievement?